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Waters recharging the subsurface contain a variety of naturally occurring geochemical components, the
concentrations of which are principally a function of the atmosphere and surface environment. Over time,
water-rock interactions and radiogenic processes in the subsurface control a complex geochemical evo-
lution, impacting the initial surface-related signatures associated with recharged groundwaters. The rates
of these geochemical changes are considerable in many important geologic settings, requiring character-
isation and quantification of the dominant subsurface processes and evolving fluid characteristics.
Constraining this is critically important for the discipline of fluid ‘age’ dating - hydrogeochronology.
Age dating, or quantification of fluid residence times is typically evaluated through two categories of trac-
ers; those that are incorporated at the point of recharge and decrease over time through radioactive decay
(e.g. 3H, 14C, 81Kr) and those that increase over time (e.g. radiogenic noble gases) due to subsurface pro-
duction and accumulation in fluids. As these fluids, elements, and tracers have different provenance, the
calculated ‘age’ of any fluid represents the average, or mean residence time, of all components. Likewise,
additional mechanisms of subsurface tracer production or loss can have significant bearing on any
element-specific calculated residence times. The inevitable temporal discrepancies between tracers can
be generated or accentuated in the subsurface which can prove difficult to reconcile in hydrogeochrono-
logic modelling approaches.
By incorporating geochemical data into existing neutron flux-based models, this study evaluates specif-

ically how subsurface production of ‘diminishing’ tracers in the fluid phase, via neutron capture of parent
elements, can produce complexity in the dating of host fluids. The in situ rates and production routes of
3H, 14C, 36Cl 39Ar, and 81Kr in different subsurface fluids are modelled for a variety of host rock lithologies
to evaluate the effect such baseline crustal production in different geochemical settings may have on cal-
culated residence times within naturally occurring systems. In particular this model provides a quantita-
tive evaluation for how site-specific subsurface radiogeochemistry may result in enhanced baselines of
36Cl, 39Ar, (and potentially 14C) relative to canonical assumptions, and substantially impact residence time
estimates calculated from these tracers for a range of subsurface environments. Additionally, we evaluate
the role geologic environments can have on low levels of baseline production and calculated residence
times for 3H and 81Kr. This study quantitatively evaluates the dependence of geologic environments on
these subsurface processes and the impacts this may have on hydrogeochronologic studies. The ability
to quantify production of tracers in the subsurface and recalibrate associated residence times in a wide
range of geologic settings is of direct relevance to areas such as groundwater resource management,
Carbon Capture and Storage, hydrogen storage and nuclear waste management strategies, the hydrocar-
bon and energy industry, and investigations of the timing and evolution of subsurface microbial life.

� 2023 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and aims

To date, the magnitude and significance of subsurface tracer
production as a function of geochemical setting remains poorly
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understood, despite the key role it has in controlling variability and
magnitude of tracer production-derived residence times and any
relevant ‘baselines’. Specifically, few estimates have been placed
on production of these tracers within the fluid phase, and the con-
tribution this may have on net subsurface tracer accumulation.
This second aspect is particularly critical as accurate constraints
on the fluid phase production are required to quantitatively evalu-
ate absolute and relative contributions from the rock phase which,
to date, remain poorly constrained (e.g. Andrews et al., 1989; Loosli
et al 1989; Andrews et al., 1991; Lehmann and Purtschert, 1997;
Yokochi et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2021; Purtschert et al., 2021;
Musy et al., 2022). This study addresses this by investigating the
fundamental impact that variations in rock and fluid geochemistry
have on subsurface tracer production in the fluid phase for 3H, 14C,
36Cl, 39Ar, and 81Kr, and considers for the first time how this can
affect fluid hydrogeochronology and associated migration andmix-
ing models. To achieve this, this study models the combined effect
of rock and fluid geochemistry on baseline production of tracers for
a range of relevant fluid and rock types. Specifically, it evaluates
how site-specific neutron fluxes generated in the host rock can
interact with associated fluids to generate these short-lived trac-
ers. Such an estimate not only provides a minimum estimate of this
in situ baseline but also serves as a future basis to investigate effi-
cacy of rock release in specific environments. Through this
approach, better constraints can be placed on addition via tracer
production from these subsurface production mechanisms. This
will allow greater insight into interpreting fluid provenance and
residence times, specifically where complexities arise as high-
lighted in Fig. 1. Consequently, it will allow for more robust esti-
mates to be placed on fluid origins, volumes, extent and timing
of any mixing, as well as improving understanding of subsurface
residence times. This study also provides a quantitative evaluation
of how susceptible each of these geochronologic tracers may be to
in situ production as a function specific geologic and geochemical
settings. This is important as accurately modelling subsurface
hydrology, fluid mechanics and residence times are all central
Fig. 1. Schematic highlighting the complexity of short-lived tracers in natural systems. In
the subsurface these tracers decay over time. However, they are also potentially affect
resultant tracer content of the fluids can result in discordant residence times derived fro
et al., 2011; Jasechko et al., 2017; Heard et al., 2018). Production of the tracers directly
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themes in a wide variety of social, academic, industrial, and eco-
nomic research fields including, but not limited to, groundwater
resource management, Carbon Capture and Storage, nuclear waste
management strategies, the hydrocarbon and energy industry, and
crustal habitability and subsurface biosphere studies (e.g.
Ballentine et al., 1991; Lin et al., 2006; Zhou and Ballentine,
2006; Gilfillan et al., 2008; Yokochi et al., 2012; Neretnieks,
2013; Lapworth et al., 2013; Kietäväinen et al., 2014; Tsang et al.,
2015; Yizhao et al., 2015; Barry et al., 2016; National Academies
of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2019; Lollar et al., 2019;
Danabalan et al., 2022).

1.1. Subsurface tracer production and the formation of in situ baselines

The application of radioisotopes to act as hydrogeological trac-
ers has developed over 60 years. In particular the relatively short-
lived isotopes, 3H, 14C, 36Cl as well as recent additional tracers such
as 39Ar and 81Kr, have frequently been used to identify the source
and age of groundwaters (Schlosser et al., 1988; Clark and Fritz,
1997; Kalin, 2000; Frape et al., 2003; Lippmann et al., 2003;
Sturchio et al., 2004; Bethke and Johnson, 2008; Alvarado et al.,
2013; Edmunds et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2014; Clark, 2015;
Markovich et al., 2021; Purtschert et al., 2021). These isotopes
are present in trace level abundance in the atmosphere, and are
produced through either anthropogenic activity (e.g., nuclear
weapons testing) or naturally through cosmic radiation interacting
with atmospheric components. Once produced, these isotopes are
incorporated into the subsurface water cycle and can infiltrate geo-
logical systems as trace components of recharging groundwater.
Over time, these degradative tracers naturally decay into child ele-
ments as a function of time since the last atmospheric-
groundwater interaction, the rate of which is dependent on the
respective radioactive half-lives (Lu et al., 2014; Clark, 2015). Con-
versely, other tracers, such as the noble gases, accumulate in these
fluids over time due to production via naturally occurring subsur-
face radiogenic reactions (Ballentine and Burnard, 2002; Ozima
itially fluids containing atmospheric-derived tracers infiltrate into the subsurface. In
ed by both in situ production and mixing and/or exchange with other fluids. The
m multiple tracers (e.g. Mahara et al., 2001; Onstott et al., 2006a; Lippmann-Pipke
in the fluid phase is the focus of this study.
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and Podosek, 2002). Through precise measuring of the absolute
and relative abundances of these degradative or cumulative tracers
with respect to initial concentrations and stable isotope counter-
parts, it is possible to constrain the last time this groundwater
was in contact with the atmosphere (Lu et al., 2014; Clark, 2015).
This is frequently considered to be the ‘age’, or residence time, of
the water. However, subsurface processes such as fluid migration
and/or mixing frequently results in subsurface fluids incorporating
multiple components of different provenance as a function of time
and/or migration distance (Fig. 1). The consequence of such mixing
results in an averaging of both macroscopic and trace content of
these fluids based on the concentrations, volumetrics and effi-
ciency of mixing involved. With specific reference to fluid ‘ages’,
these changes can be considered in terms of ‘age mass’ whereby
each fluid volume has an age distribution associated with it. This
can be represented by a gaussian curve with the right-hand and
left-hand tails representing the oldest and youngest component
respectively and has been addressed in previous work by (Goode,
1996; Bethke and Johnson, 2008; Clark, 2015). Consequently, the
calculated ‘age’ from these tracers typically represents the average
or mean residence time of all components (Fritz et al., 1989;
Goode, 1996; Phillips and Castro, 2003; Bethke and Johnson,
2008; Clark, 2015). Where residence times of one or more of these
fluid constituents are sufficiently different, the net effect of fluid
interactions can result in noticeably discordant residence times
derived from multiple tracers (e.g. Mahara et al., 2001; Onstott
et al., 2006a; Lippmann-Pipke et al., 2011; Jasechko et al., 2017;
Heard et al., 2018). The complexity introduced by this type of tem-
poral discrepancy between tracers can potentially prove difficult to
reconcile in natural systems. Similarly, temporal offsets may also
arise between tracer types, even in single component fluids, simply
as a function of timescale. Specifically, Warr et al. (2022) recently
highlighted how radiogenic/nucleogenic noble gases (4He, 21Ne,
40Ar, 136Xe) may not be efficiently released from host lithologies
into associated fluids over geologically short (�Ma) timescales.
As a result, this can potentially create apparent temporal discrep-
ancies between cumulative and degradative tracers. Accordingly,
Warr et al. (2022), proposed that within short timescales, short-
lived degradative tracers like 3H, 14C, 36Cl, 39Ar, and 81Kr, can be
applied to calibrate radiogenic noble gas release models and accu-
rately constrain the shortest timescales over which they are viable.
Beyond these two examples, additional complexity may also arise
from in situ production affecting concentrations and subsurface
baselines of these degradative or short-lived tracers (Fig. 1).
Although this phenomenon has been noted in previous studies
(e.g. Zito et al., 1980; Andrews et al., 1989; Andrews and Fontes,
1992; Lehmann and Purtschert, 1997; Purtschert et al., 2021), this
issue of in situ production, especially within the fluid phase has, to
date, rarely been quantitatively addressed. In particular, despite its
potential impact in a wide range of subsurface geochemical set-
tings, the significance of its implications for the broad discipline
of hydrogeochronology remains underappreciated. These novel
aspects surrounding production in the fluid phase are the primary
focus of this work.

The application of degradative tracers to determine groundwa-
ter residence times is based on the fundamental general assump-
tion that, starting with a baseline defined by atmospheric
conditions at the time of recharge, once isolated from the atmo-
spheric reservoir, these short-lived isotopes become progressively
depleted over time due to radioactive decay. Accordingly, the
expectation is that older groundwater should have lower abun-
dances of these radioelements. To date, conventional applications
of these radioelements typically consider that groundwater infil-
trates into geological systems, no secondary process drastically
affects these short-lived radioelement baseline concentrations,
and all further change is related directly to radioactive decay.
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Radiocarbon dating approaches address additional processes and
elaborate on these assumptions the most systematically. Specifi-
cally, for 14C-based fluid geochronology, water rock interactions
have the potential to significantly reduce the 14C/12C ratio though
14C matrix diffusion or addition of 14C depleted carbon through
processes such as sulfate reduction, carbonate dissolution, or oxi-
dation of ancient organic matter preserved within the host lithol-
ogy (e.g. Sudicky and Frind, 1981; Maloszewski and Zuber, 1991;
Wassenaar et al., 1991; Clark, 2015). It is well recognised, and
the established methods integrate such addition of 14C depleted
carbon that otherwise result in erroneously elevated residence
time estimates (i.e. ‘too old’) for the fluids unless suitable correc-
tions are applied (e.g. Wigley et al., 1978; Fontes and Garnier,
1979; Clark and Fritz, 1997; Han and Plummer, 2013; Clark,
2015). Typically, however, these are the only processes considered
to potentially affect 14C-derived residence times. Frequently over-
looked is the potential effect of subsurface production of 14C on cal-
culated mean residence times, as only a few papers from earlier
literature have considered this issue (Zito et al., 1980; Barker
et al., 1985; Andrews et al., 1989; Lehmann et al., 1993; Bonetti
et al., 1997). The general consensus to date has been that any sub-
surface production of 14C is typically relatively small and therefore
does not need to be considered (e.g. Zito et al., 1980; Andrews
et al., 1991; Lehmann et al., 1993; Lehmann and Purtschert,
1997; Bethke and Johnson, 2008). Andrews et al. (1989) was one
of the few to evaluate this assumption in detail and calculated that
for fluids within the Stripa Granite, Sweden, in situ natural produc-
tion of 14C production in the granite host rock could account for an
appreciable (�0.5%) amount of modern carbon which would
impact 14C derived residence times (Andrews et al., 1989). The
dominant source of this 14C production within the crust was previ-
ously determined to be principally through neutron capture by 14N
and 17O (�66 % and �34% respectively) with minor additions from
the 13C, 11B reactions and spontaneous fission of 223,224,226Ra (Zito
et al., 1980). However, where uranium contents are significantly
elevated in minerals and ores, the 11B alpha particle production
route may dominate (e.g. Barker et al., 1985; Jull et al., 1987;
Bonetti et al., 1997). In most typical crustal settings, Andrews
et al. (1989; 1991) suggested that although 14C is produced in com-
parable amounts in both the rock matrix and in fracture fluids, only
14C production in the fluids may potentially generate 14C/12C ratios
sufficiently above baseline, due to the substantially lower 12C con-
tent of fracture fluids. Beyond this early identification of the poten-
tial effects for 14C, subsurface production has typically been
assumed to be negligible, and the potential range and impact of
in situ production of 14C on groundwater, and the combined role
of, and dependence on, fluid and rock geochemistry remains
under-investigated (Zito et al., 1980; Barker et al., 1985; Andrews
et al., 1989; Andrews and Fontes, 1992; Lehmann et al., 1993).

A few papers have mentioned similar complexity for the other
degradative tracers. For example, although some studies have sug-
gested 36Cl may be reasonably straightforward to model for some
settings (e.g. Phillips and Castro, 2003; Sturchio et al., 2004), con-
siderable subsurface production of 36Cl in fluids through neutron
capture of 35Cl can generate 36Cl/Cl ratios similar to, or even in
excess of initial groundwater ratios within timescales of 1.5 Ma
(Fontes et al., 1984; Andrews et al., 1986; Lehmann et al., 1993;
Clark and Fritz, 1997; Lippmann et al., 2003; Purtschert et al.,
2021). This demonstrates how subsurface production of 36Cl can
be both significant and capable of overprinting previous fluid con-
centrations over relatively short timescales. This tracer instead can
provide a minimum groundwater residence time after 5 half-lives
(Bentley et al., 1986; Andrews and Fontes, 1992; Clark and Fritz,
1997; Clark, 2015). Likewise, subsurface 39Ar production in host
lithologies has also been considered with respect to calibrating
40Ar production and accumulation in the fluid phase (e.g. Yokochi
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et al., 2012) as well as more generally in site specific locations (e.g.
Loosli et al., 1989; Šrámek et al 2017; Markovich et al., 2021;
Purtschert et al., 2021). However, to date, the implications of these
limited case studies, and the potential rate and magnitude of mul-
tiple tracer production and accumulation in subsurface fluids as a
function of geochemical setting has not been considered and eval-
uated for the discipline as a whole, neither has production directly
in the fluid phase been quantified for a wide range of geochemical
settings.

With respect to tracer production, neutron capture reactions
can produce tracers such as 3H, 14C, 36Cl, 39Ar, and 81Kr, with pro-
duction occurring both in the host matrix as well as in any associ-
ated fluids (e.g. Andrews et al., 1986; Andrews et al., 1989;
Florkowski, 1991; Lehmann et al., 1993; Lehmann and Purtschert,
1997; Yokochi et al., 2012; Purtschert et al., 2021). The net accu-
mulation of these tracers in these fluids within a given time
through these reactions therefore is the sum of the total in situ pro-
duction in the fluids and the fraction released from the associated
lithology, minus the proportion which naturally decays. To date,
considerable uncertainty exists regarding the rates of production
in both the fluid and in the rock matrix, and the rates and time-
scales involved with respect to release from rock matrices into
associated fluids (Andrews et al., 1989; Andrews et al., 1991;
Lehmann and Purtschert, 1997; Purtschert et al., 2021; Musy
et al., 2022). Regardless, over sufficient geologic time, production
in the host rock and fluids, migration from rock into the fluids,
and natural decay of these short-lived tracers will balance out
and a steady state, or secular equilibrium concentration is reached.
At the same time, any starting (atmospheric-derived) component
in the fluid will eventually completely decay. The final baseline
concentration, will correspond to a ‘baseline residence time’
dependent on the geochemistry of the rock and fluids (and affected
by tracer release rates into the fluid).

The approach applied here to estimate in situ tracer production
in groundwater is to evaluate the role of geochemistry on tracer
production by combining thermal neutron flux estimates with rep-
resentative concentrations of the parent elements in the fluid
phase. Estimates for parent elements can be made from existing
geochemical databases coupled with measured natural isotopic
abundances. Constraints on thermal neutron fluxes are less
straightforward however. For example, measuring the neutron flux
in situ involves using highly sensitive counters placed within bore-
holes for up to 24 h at a time both with the counter exposed and
subsequently shielded to the environment in order to quantify
the total neutron flux per unit area and the baseline (Andrews
et al., 1986). Where boreholes are not present, the counter cannot
be fully surrounded by the host rock. In these circumstances alter-
native shielding setups and additional calculations are used to
minimise the complicated influence of large open spaces (Kuhn
et al., 1984).

More commonly, various numerical approaches are used to
model the subsurface thermal neutron flux by incorporating
radioactive decay experiments at a lab or regional scale into calcu-
lations involving radioelement and light element abundances in
the host rock (Feige et al., 1968; Zito et al., 1980; Kuhn et al.,
1984; Andrews et al., 1986; Fabryka-Martin, 1988; Andrews
et al., 1989; Lehmann et al., 1993; Šrámek et al., 2017). The
approach is not straightforward given the complexity involved in
calculating the neutron energy spectra in a rock and quantifying
the effect of a particle interaction with all major and trace nuclides
in the rock matrix (Kuhn et al., 1984; Andrews et al., 1986;
Andrews et al., 1989; Andrews et al., 1991; Lehmann et al., 1993;
Šrámek et al., 2017). However, the subsurface geophysics commu-
nity has well-established approaches within which two key simpli-
fications are typically made: 1. that nuclei of elements present
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within the host rock are homogenously distributed and 2. that
the effect of scaling up elemental concentrations on neutron pro-
duction is linear with no secondary combinatorial effects observed.
The thermal neutron flux is then typically approximated by scaling
the radioelement and light element concentrations to specific rock
types in experimental laboratory studies (e.g. Feige et al., 1968). On
this basis Andrews et al. (1989) calculated a neutron flux in the
Stripa Granite of 4.04 � 10�4 cm�2 s�1, which was within 15.5%
of an independently measured value of 4.7 � 10�4 cm�2 s�1

(Andrews et al., 1986) using the neutron counter-based approach
outlined previously.

This study takes the same approach as Andrews et al. (1989) to
estimate neutron fluxes for eight settings. These cover six common
lithologies; basalt, sandstone, clay and shales, carbonates, shales,
and granites and two additional specific geochemical settings:
the well-characterised crystalline basement sites at Kidd Creek
Observatory (volcanogenic massive sulfide system) in Timmins,
Canada, and the Stripa Granite, 200 km WNW of Stockholm, Swe-
den (Fig. 2). Kidd Creek was selected for this study as the long-term
deep subsurface observatory established there in 2009 (Lollar et al.,
2019) has supported multiple studies providing essential context
and data. Noble gas studies in particular have demonstrated this
fluid-rock system 2.4 km below surface has been isolated for Ma-
Ga timescales with negligible biogeochemical inputs from the sur-
face hydrosphere (Sherwood Lollar et al., 2002; Holland et al.,
2013; Li et al., 2016; Warr et al., 2018; Lollar et al., 2019;
Sherwood Lollar et al., 2021; Warr et al., 2021). Consequently,
the highly saline fluids with a high reduced gas content and
mafic–ultramafic-felsic and metasedimentary host rock of Kidd
Creek represent a natural setting where any short-lived isotope
tracer signatures should exclusively be attributable to in situ sub-
surface production. The Stripa Granite system meanwhile repre-
sents a dominantly felsic, shallow (�0.4 km), fluid-rock system
which has been shown to be more recently affected by meteoric
water addition (Moser et al., 1989; Nordstrom et al., 1989) and rep-
resents a locality where subsurface production of these tracers has
already been considered to some extent (e.g. Andrews et al., 1986;
Andrews et al., 1989). For these eight lithologies, three fluid types
were considered; modern seawater, Stripa groundwaters, and Kidd
Creek fluids. These represent a range of naturally occurring fluids
in the subsurface and were selected to demonstrate for the first
time how variations in fluid geochemistries in addition to litho-
logic variations may additionally affect subsurface production of
short-lived tracers in a diverse range of crustal settings.

2. Modelling subsurface production of tracers

2.1. Model overview

Building on the methods of Andrews et al. (1989), a model was
developed to calculate the subsurface production of 3H, 14C, 36Cl,
39Ar, and 81Kr within subsurface fluids for different lithologies.
For subsurface neutron flux for each rock type the approach of
Andrews et al. (1989) was used:

Pn¼238Nksfv þ a½U� þ b½Th� ð1Þ
where Pn is the production of neutrons per second per gram, 238N is
the concentration of 238U atoms per gram, ksf is the spontaneous fis-
sion decay constant for 238U (2.7 � 10�24 per second - De Carvalho
et al., 1982), v is the average number of neutrons per spontaneous
fission of 238U (2.2 - Morrison and Pine, 1955), and [U] and [Th]
are the concentrations of uranium and thorium in the host rock in
ppm. Coefficients a and b relate to the cumulative thermal neutron
production due to U and Th-derived alpha particle interactions with
light elements in the rock matrix:



Fig. 2. Location of (A) Kidd Creek in Timmins, Canada (48� 410 2400 N, 81� 220 000 W) and (B) Stripa, Sweden (59� 430 N, 15� 50 3000 E). Location maps modified from Vemaps.com.
The geochemistries of fluids from these two localities were selected as they represent a spectrum of crystalline basement settings ranging from a highly saline system rich in
reduced gases and isolated from surficial processes in a deep crustal VMS setting (Kidd Creek) through to a felsic, low salinity system with (palaeo)meteoric input (Stripa).
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a ¼
X

Si � Fi � YU
i

� �
=

X
Si � Fi

� �
ð2Þ

b ¼
X

Si � Fi � YTh
i

� �
=

X
Si � Fi

� �
ð3Þ

where Fi is the fractional abundance for each element i in the host
rock (0–1), Si represents the mass stopping power of element i at
6.8 MeV, and Yi

U and Yi
Th are the corresponding neutron yields

(Table 2 - Andrews et al., 1989). Neutron production via a particle
interaction is considered here for O, F, Na, Mg, Al, Si, K. In this study,
representative fractional abundances of these light elements, as
well as U, and Th, for basalts, sandstones, clay shales, carbonates,
shales and granites are taken from Parker (1967). Where O content
of the host rock was not available (shales, sandstones, and carbon-
ates), this was estimated based on standard oxide composition of
the dominant elements. For the Stripa Granite, values are taken
from Andrews et al. (1989), and for Kidd Creek average values were
taken from core samples analysed by Geoscience Laboratories as
Table 1
Comparison of neutron fluxes calculated for this work compared to those previously
published values by Andrews et al. (1989) where available. N/A indicates previous
published values were not available. Overall good agreement (<30%) is reached
between the calculated fluxes.

Geologic
Setting

Calculated neutron flux
(n/cm2 s�1) (This work)

Neutron flux (n/cm2

s�1) (Andrews et al.
1989)

Difference
(%)

Kidd Creek 1.27 � 10�5 N/A N/A
Basalt 1.81 � 10�5 1.60 � 10�5 13.3%
Sandstone 4.79 � 10�6 4.60 � 10�6 4.2%
Clay and

shale
3.07 � 10�5 3.00 � 10�5 2.3%

Carbonates 2.59 � 10�5 2.00 � 10�5 29.4%
Shale 5.19 � 10�5 N/A N/A
Granite 6.44 � 10�5 6.40 � 10�5 0.6%
Stripa 4.08 � 10�4 4.07 � 10�4 0.4%
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part of the Ontario Geological Survey, Canada (see Appendix A1.
Supplementary Material for details).

To convert the thermal neutron production from Equation (1)
into a thermal neutron flux (nf.) the following equation was used:

nf : ¼ Pn

rm
ð4Þ

where rm is the weighted-mean absorption cross section for each
rock type (Table 3 - Andrews et al., 1989) in cm2/g. For the Kidd
Creek system an average rm of 0.0064 was applied to reflect the
lithologies at this locality (Table S1). The modelled fluxes are pre-
sented in Table 1.

From Table 1, there is good agreement between the modelled
fluxes in this work and those previously estimated by Andrews
et al. (1989), and all values agree within 0.4% to 29.4% (on average
8.4%). The relatively modest discrepancy observed in calculated
neutron flux for carbonates is likely due to the oxygen content
for this lithology not being provided in either Parker (1967) or
Andrews et al. (1989) and so being estimated here based on stan-
dard oxide composition of the dominant elements. The overall
good consistency between the modelled neutron fluxes presented
here and those from the previous study of Andrews et al., (1989)
validates this model’s ability to reproduce neutron fluxes in line
with the previously published approach for the wide spectrum of
potential lithologies considered in this study.
2.2. Calculating subsurface tracer production in fluids

To calculate the production of each tracer via neutron capture,
the abundance of each of the parent isotopes in the host fluid is
required. For the three fluids modelled here (seawater, Stripa flu-
ids, and Kidd Creek fracture fluids) the concentrations of each par-
ent isotope are provided in Table 2.

For seawater and the Stripa fluids, elemental concentrations are
from the literature. For Kidd Creek fracture fluids, an average fluid



Table 2
Production routes and concentrations of parent isotopes for 3H. 14C, 36Cl, 39Ar, and 81Kr through thermal neutron capture. Production routes and reaction cross sections are from
Andrews et al. (1989). Given that 39Ar production can also additionally occur via higher energy neutrons these pathways represent a minimum, or conservative, production of this
tracer (see main text). Concentration of parent isotopes are given for each fluid in the last three columns. Elemental concentrations for seawater are from Chan et al (2002), Kabay
et al. (2010), Cole (2013), Vinson et al. (2013), Wang et al. (2020), He et al. (2020) and Kipfer et al. (2002) for Li, B, C, Cl, K, Ca, and He-N-Ar-Kr respectively. H and O concentrations
were calculated from 1 cm3 of water. Values for Stripa fluids are from Andrews et al. (1989) where available and from seawater at 10 �C for He and Kr (Kipfer et al., 2002).
Concentrations for Kidd Creek fluids were calculated from fluid analyses (See Appendix A2. Supplementary Material). To calculate the isotopic abundances presented here from
elemental concentrations, natural abundances were used with the exception of 3He from Kidd Creek which was from Warr et al. (2018).

Tracer Production route Reaction cross section (barns) Seawater (atoms/cm3) Stripa Fluids (atoms/cm3) Kidd Creek Fracture fluids (atoms/cm3)

3H 2H (n,c) 0.00052 7.69 � 1018 7.56 � 1018 7.88 � 1018
6Li (n,a) 940 1.19 � 1015 1.19 � 1015 5.83 � 1015
10B(n,2a) 1 6.65 � 1016 2.66 � 1015 3.85 � 1016
3He(n,p) 5330 1.44 � 1006 1.44 � 1006 7.64 � 1010

14C 14N(n,p) 1.83 5.95 � 1017 1.33 � 1018 1.29 � 1020
13C (n,c) 0.00137 1.55 � 1016 1.37 � 1015 4.60 � 1018
17O(n,a) 0.235 1.27 � 1019 1.27 � 1019 1.27 � 1019

36Cl 35Cl (n,c) 43.6 2.50 � 1020 9.01 � 1018 1.64 � 1021
39K(n,a) 0.0043 5.73 � 1018 3.59 � 1016 2.09 � 1018

39Ar 38Ar (n,c) 0.8 5.10 � 1012 6.09 � 1012 5.10 � 1012
39K(n,p) 0.016 5.73 � 1018 3.59 � 1016 2.09 � 1018
42Ca(n,a) 0.016 4.01 � 1016 1.65 � 1016 4.95 � 1018

81Kr 80Kr (n,c) 16 4.25 � 1010 4.25 � 1010 4.25 � 1010
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composition was calculated based on gas and water compositions
and flow rates from a combination of previously-published and
additional data presented here in this study alongside all analytical
methods (see Appendix A2, Supplementary Material). To calculate
the isotopic abundances from published elemental concentrations,
natural abundances were used, with the exception of 3He from
Kidd Creek which was calculated from the helium ratios reported-
borehole 12299 in Warr et al. (2018).

The fluid isotopic concentrations for each parent element
(atoms per cm3) were multiplied by the neutron fluxes (neutrons
per cm2 per second) and the reaction cross sectional areas (in
cm2) to calculate tracer production via neutron capture for each
production route (in atoms per cm3 per second):

mi ¼ nf :� ½i� � rið Þ ð5Þ
where m is the modelled tracer from parent element i, [i] is the con-
centration of parent element i in the fluid (atoms/cm3), and ri is the
reaction cross sectional area for i. Values for each of these are pro-
vided in Table 2. The annual production of each tracer through indi-
vidual production routes and their cumulative total (mtot) are
provided in Table 3. The tracer ratios (Rm) used in the following sec-
tion were calculated from the cumulative totals (mtot) as follows:

Rm ¼ ½mtot�
½mx�

ð6Þ

where mx represents the stable isotope/element counterpart to the
tracer as specified in Table S4.

2.3. Calculating subsurface tracer concentrations and resulting
apparent residence times

To calculate the subsurface evolution of tracers for each lithol-
ogy and fluid type pairing, a stepwise modelling approach was
used. In this model timesteps of 10 days (3H), 20 years (14C),
10,000 years (36Cl), 2 years (39Ar) and 500 years (81Kr) were used.
These steps represented 4% or less of the associated half-lives and
are evaluated in Section 3.2. For each time step the net change in
each tracer concentration from the initial values was calculated
based on the production rates and total loss through radioactive
decay. The initial concentrations of tracers were calculated by mul-
tiplying published tracer isotopic ratios (Table S4) by the concen-
trations of their respective stable elements in the fluids (Table 2).
After a minimum of 30 half-lives, the initial tracer isotope concen-
trations were negligible, and the tracer isotope concentrations
226
become constant, controlled by the balance of in situ production
and natural decay. Thereafter the system is at secular equilibrium.
To derive apparent residence times at secular equilibrium, the tra-
cer concentrations were incorporated into the calculation of Mace
et al. (2017):

t ¼ t1=2=ln2
� �� ln Rm=R0ð Þ ð7Þ

where t is the apparent residence time, t1/2 is the half-life of the ele-
ment, Rm is the modelled tracer isotope ratio (Equation (6)), and R0
is the initial tracer isotope ratio in the fluids (Table S4). In this
study, the concentrations of the dominant tracers were considered
to be constant over time (i.e. no appreciable addition/loss through
biogeochemical or water rock interaction). For simplicity and direct
comparison, the initial isotope ratio for each tracer (R0) was consid-
ered uniform for each fluid (Table S4), and all tracer results are dis-
cussed here in terms of their apparent or actual residence times,
their absolute ratios, and/or with respect to percent modern (Rm/
R0 � 100) (e.g. Andrews et al., 1989; Lehmann and Purtschert,
1997; Purtschert et al., 2021), depending on the disciplinary con-
ventions. For each of the 24 lithology-fluid theoretical pairings con-
sidered here (Table 3), a tracer ratio at secular equilibrium was
calculated after 548 years (200,000 days) (3H), 250,000 years
(14C), 10,000,000 years (36Cl), 10,000 years (39Ar), and
10,000,000 years (81Kr), which represent 44, 33, 44, 44, and 37
half-lives respectively. These ratios are provided in Table S5 and
with Equation (7) are used to calculate baseline residence times
(Table 4) which are exclusively a function of in situ geochemistry,
and therefore independent of the recharge/initial component. These
secular equilibrium values are confirmed in Section 3.2. In the case
of 39Ar production it should be pointed out that this model only
considers production via thermal neutron capture via the produc-
tion routes as outlined in Table 2. However, this is a simplification
as Šrámek et al. (2017) demonstrated that the 39K (n,p) pathway is
highest for neutron energies above the thermal range considered
here. Consequently, applying the approach outlined here provides
a conservative and proportional estimate of production in either a
fluid or a solid rock phase.

2.4. Estimating uncertainty

In order to provide a first-order estimate of total uncertainty in
the model, the uncertainty in neutron flux, and uncertainty in ele-
mental concentration in the fluids were integrated. In order to esti-
mate uncertainty in the neutron flux, first the variation between



Table 3
Tracer production in atoms per cm3 per year of fluid for each rock type for the three fluids modelled in this study. For each fluid the relative production via each neutron capture reaction (Table 2) is provided in italics and the total
production in bold. Uncertainty in the total production is 20% (see main text).

Geologic setting 3H Production 36Cl Production

Seawater Stripa fluids Kidd Creek fluids Seawater

2H 6Li 10B 3He Total 2H 6Li 10B 3He Total 2H 6Li 10B 3He Total 35Cl 39K Total

Kidd 1.60 � 10�6 4.45 � 10�4 2.66 � 10�5 3.06 � 10�12 4.73 � 10�4 1.57 � 10�6 4.45 � 10�4 1.06 � 10�6 3.06 � 10�12 4.48 � 10�4 1.64 � 10�6 2.19 � 10�3 1.54 � 10�5 1.63 � 10�7 2.21 � 10�3 4.35 9.85 � 10�6 4.35
Basalt 2.29 � 10�6 6.37 � 10�4 3.80 � 10�5 4.38 � 10�12 6.77 � 10�4 2.25 � 10�6 6.37 � 10�4 1.52 � 10�6 4.38 � 10�12 6.41 � 10�4 2.34 � 10�6 3.13 � 10�3 2.20 � 10�5 2.33 � 10�7 3.16 � 10�3 6.23 1.41 � 10�5 6.23
Sandstone 6.04 � 10�7 1.68 � 10�4 1.00 � 10�5 1.16 � 10�12 1.79 � 10�4 5.94 � 10�7 1.68 � 10�4 4.02 � 10�7 1.16 � 10�12 1.69 � 10�4 6.19 � 10�7 8.28 � 10�4 5.82 � 10�6 6.15 � 10�8 8.35 � 10�4 1.65 3.72 � 10�6 1.65
Clay + shale 3.87 � 10�6 1.08 � 10�3 6.44 � 10�5 7.42 � 10�12 1.15 � 10�3 3.80 � 10�6 1.08 � 10�3 2.58 � 10�6 7.42 � 10�12 1.09 � 10�3 3.97 � 10�6 5.31 � 10�3 3.73 � 10�5 3.94 � 10�7 5.35 � 10�3 1.05 � 101 2.39 � 10�5 1.05 � 101

Carbonates 3.26 � 10�6 9.10 � 10�4 5.43 � 10�5 6.26 � 10�12 9.67 � 10�4 3.21 � 10�6 9.10 � 10�4 2.17 � 10�6 6.26 � 10�12 9.15 � 10�4 3.34 � 10�6 4.47 � 10�3 3.14 � 10�5 3.33 � 10�7 4.51 � 10�3 8.89 2.01 � 10�5 8.89
Shale 6.54 � 10�6 1.82 � 10�3 1.09 � 10�4 1.25 � 10�11 1.94 � 10�3 6.43 � 10�6 1.82 � 10�3 4.35 � 10�6 1.25 � 10�11 1.83 � 10�3 6.70 � 10�6 8.97 � 10�3 6.30 � 10�5 6.67 � 10�7 9.04 � 10�3 1.78 � 101 4.03 � 10�5 1.78 � 101

Granite 8.11 � 10�6 2.26 � 10�3 1.35 � 10�4 1.56 � 10�11 2.41 � 10�3 7.98 � 10�6 2.26 � 10�3 5.40 � 10�6 1.56 � 10�11 2.28 � 10�3 8.32 � 10�6 1.11 � 10�2 7.82 � 10�5 8.27 � 10�7 1.12 � 10�2 2.21 � 101 5.00 � 10�5 2.21 � 101

Stripa 5.15 � 10�5 1.44 � 10�2 8.57 � 10�4 9.87 � 10�11 1.53 � 10�2 5.06 � 10�5 1.44 � 10�2 3.43 � 10�5 9.87 � 10�11 1.44 � 10�2 5.28 � 10�5 7.06 � 10�2 4.96 � 10�4 5.25 � 10�6 7.12 � 10�2 1.40 � 102 3.17 � 10�4 1.40 � 102

Geologic setting 36Cl Production 14C Production

Stripa fluids Kidd Creek fluids Seawater Stripa fluids Kidd Creek fluids
35Cl 39K Total 35Cl 39K Total 14N 13C 17O Total 14N 13C 17O Total 14N 13C 17O Total

Kidd 1.57 � 10�1 6.17 � 10�8 1.57 � 10�1 2.85 � 101 3.59 � 10�6 2.85 � 101 4.35 � 10�4 8.47 � 10�9 1.19 � 10�3 1.63 � 10�3 9.71 � 10�4 7.52 � 10�10 1.20 � 10�3 2.17 � 10�3 9.43 � 10�2 2.52 � 10�6 1.19 � 10�3 9.55 � 10�2

Basalt 2.25 � 10�1 8.83 � 10�8 2.25 � 10�1 4.08 � 101 5.13 � 10�6 4.08 � 101 6.22 � 10�4 1.21 � 10�8 1.71 � 10�3 2.33 � 10�3 1.39 � 10�3 1.08 � 10�9 1.71 � 10�3 3.10 � 10�3 1.35 � 10�1 3.60 � 10�6 1.71 � 10�3 1.37 � 10�1

Sandstone 5.94 � 10�2 2.33 � 10�8 5.94 � 10�2 1.08 � 101 1.36 � 10�6 1.08 � 101 1.64 � 10�4 3.20 � 10�9 4.51 � 10�4 6.15 � 10�4 3.67 � 10�4 2.84 � 10�10 4.52 � 10�4 8.19 � 10�4 3.57 � 10�2 9.52 � 10�7 4.51 � 10�4 3.61 � 10�2

Clay + shale 3.80 � 10�1 1.50 � 10�7 3.80 � 10�1 6.91 � 101 8.69 � 10�6 6.91 � 101 1.05 � 10�3 2.05 � 10�8 2.89 � 10�3 3.94 � 10�3 2.35 � 10�3 1.82 � 10�9 2.90 � 10�3 5.25 � 10�3 2.29 � 10�1 6.10 � 10�6 2.89 � 10�3 2.31 � 10�1

Carbonates 3.21 � 10�1 1.26 � 10�7 3.21 � 10�1 5.83 � 101 7.33 � 10�6 5.83 � 101 8.88 � 10�4 1.73 � 10�8 2.44 � 10�3 3.32 � 10�3 1.98 � 10�3 1.54 � 10�9 2.44 � 10�3 4.43 � 10�3 1.93 � 10�1 5.14 � 10�6 2.44 � 10�3 1.95 � 10�1

Shale 6.43 � 10�1 2.53 � 10�7 6.43 � 10�1 1.17 � 102 1.47 � 10�5 1.17 � 102 1.78 � 10�3 3.47 � 10�8 4.88 � 10�3 6.66 � 10�3 3.98 � 10�3 3.08 � 10�9 4.90 � 10�3 8.87 � 10�3 3.86 � 10�1 1.03 � 10�5 4.88 � 10�3 3.91 � 10�1

Granite 7.98 � 10�1 3.14 � 10�7 7.98 � 10�1 1.45 � 102 1.82 � 10�5 1.45 � 102 2.21 � 10�3 4.30 � 10�8 6.06 � 10�3 8.27 � 10�3 4.93 � 10�3 3.82 � 10�9 6.07 � 10�3 1.10 � 10�2 4.79 � 10�1 1.28 � 10�5 6.06 � 10�3 4.85 � 10�1

Stripa 5.06 1.99 � 10�6 5.06 9.19 � 102 1.16 � 10�4 9.19 � 102 1.40 � 10�2 2.73 � 10�7 3.84 � 10�2 5.25 � 10�2 3.13 � 10�2 2.42 � 10�8 3.85 � 10�2 6.98 � 10�2 3.04 8.11 � 10�5 3.84 � 10�2 3.08
Geologic setting 81Kr Production 39Ar Production

Seawater Stripa fluids Kidd Creek fluids Seawater Stripa fluids Kidd Creek fluids
80Kr Total 80Kr Total 80Kr Total 38Ar 39K 42Ca Total 38Ar 39K 42Ca Total 38Ar 39K 42Ca Total

Kidd 2.72 � 10�10 2.72 � 10�10 2.72 � 10�10 2.72 � 10�10 2.72 � 10�10 2.72 � 10�10 1.63 � 10�9 3.66 � 10�5 2.56 � 10�7 3.69 � 10�5 1.95 � 10�9 2.30 � 10�7 1.06 � 10�7 3.37 � 10�7 1.63 � 10�9 1.34 � 10�5 3.17 � 10�5 4.50 � 10�5

Basalt 3.89 � 10�10 3.89 � 10�10 3.89 � 10�10 3.89 � 10�10 3.89 � 10�10 3.89 � 10�10 2.33 � 10�9 5.24 � 10�5 3.66 � 10�7 5.28 � 10�5 2.78 � 10�9 3.29 � 10�7 1.51 � 10�7 4.83 � 10�7 2.33 � 10�9 1.91 � 10�5 4.53 � 10�5 6.44 � 10�5

Sandstone 1.03 � 10�10 1.03 � 10�10 1.03 � 10�10 1.03 � 10�10 1.03 � 10�10 1.03 � 10�10 6.16 � 10�10 1.39 � 10�5 9.68 � 10�8 1.40 � 10�5 7.36 � 10�10 8.68 � 10�8 4.00 � 10�8 1.28 � 10�7 6.16 � 10�10 5.05 � 10�6 1.20 � 10�5 1.70 � 10�5

Clay + shale 6.59 � 10�10 6.59 � 10�10 6.59 � 10�10 6.59 � 10�10 6.59 � 10�10 6.59 � 10�10 3.95 � 10�9 8.88 � 10�5 6.20 � 10�7 8.94 � 10�5 4.71 � 10�9 5.56 � 10�7 2.56 � 10�7 8.17 � 10�7 3.95 � 10�9 3.23 � 10�5 7.67 � 10�5 1.09 � 10�4

Carbonates 5.56 � 10�10 5.56 � 10�10 5.56 � 10�10 5.56 � 10�10 5.56 � 10�10 5.56 � 10�10 3.33 � 10�9 7.49 � 10�5 5.23 � 10�7 7.54 � 10�5 3.97 � 10�9 4.69 � 10�7 2.16 � 10�7 6.89 � 10�7 3.33 � 10�9 2.73 � 10�5 6.47 � 10�5 9.20 � 10�5

Shale 1.11 � 10�9 1.11 � 10�9 1.11 � 10�9 1.11 � 10�9 1.11 � 10�9 1.11 � 10�9 6.67 � 10�9 1.50 � 10�4 1.05 � 10�6 1.51 � 10�4 7.97 � 10�9 9.40 � 10�7 4.33 � 10�7 1.38 � 10�6 6.67 � 10�9 5.47 � 10�5 1.30 � 10�4 1.84 � 10�4

Granite 1.38 � 10�9 1.38 � 10�9 1.38 � 10�9 1.38 � 10�9 1.38 � 10�9 1.38 � 10�9 8.28 � 10�9 1.86 � 10�4 1.30 � 10�6 1.87 � 10�4 9.88 � 10�9 1.17 � 10�6 5.37 � 10�7 1.71 � 10�6 8.28 � 10�9 6.78 � 10�5 1.61 � 10�4 2.29 � 10�4

Stripa 8.77 � 10�9 8.77 � 10�9 8.77 � 10�9 8.77 � 10�9 8.77 � 10�9 8.77 � 10�9 5.25 � 10�8 1.18 � 10�3 8.25 � 10�6 1.19 � 10�3 6.27 � 10�8 7.40 � 10�6 3.41 � 10�6 1.09 � 10�5 5.25 � 10�8 4.30 � 10�4 1.02 � 10�3 1.45 � 10�3
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the values generated here and those of Andrews (1989) was con-
sidered (Table 1) to factor in uncertainty between the neutron
fluxes presented here and the previous publication arising from
slight differences in the input parameters (e.g. geochemistry) as
discussed in Section 2.1. On average, these calculated fluxes agreed
within 8.4%. This was then propagated with the noted 15.5% vari-
ation between the modelled and measured values at Stripa from
Andrews et al. (1986; 1989) to reasonably estimate a first-order
total relative neutron flux uncertainty between the model pre-
sented here and a natural system following Equation (8):

Dnf :
nf :

¼ 0:084ð Þ2 þ 0:155ð Þ2
h i0:5

ð8Þ

whereD represents the uncertainty in the neutron flux and soDn.f./
n.f. is the relative uncertainty in the calculated neutron fluxes
applied here (17.6%).

With respect to the elemental concentrations, a 5% uncertainty
was used based on the typical charge balance error associated with
measuring ionic species per the analytical methodology as
described in Appendix A2. With production routes and ratios,
involving at most four elements (Table 2) this 5% uncertainty
was propagated four times to generate a 10% uncertainty associ-
ated with the aqueous species considered in Equation (9):

D½iþ jþ kþ l�
½iþ jþ kþ l� ¼ D½i�ð Þ2 þ D½j�ð Þ2 þ D½k�ð Þ2 þ D½l�ð Þ2

h i0:5
ð9Þ

where i-j represent the aqueous species and D[i], D[j], D[j], D[l] are
the respective relative uncertainties in the concentration (5%).

Lastly, these two uncertainties derived via Equations (8) and (9)
were combined again through standard propagation in Equation
(10):

mtot ¼ Dnf :
nf :

� �2

þ D½iþ jþ kþ l�
½iþ jþ kþ l�

� �2
" #0:5

ð10Þ

to generate a total uncertainty of 20%. This 20% uncertainty is con-
sidered a reasonable first-order estimate for the concentrations and
ratios in the tracer production presented here.

3. Results

3.1. Tracer production

The calculated annual production of each tracer as a function of
the eight lithologies and the three starting fluid compositions are
provided in Table 3. The ‘apparent’ residence times derived from
the ratios at secular equilibrium (Table S5) are given in Table 4
and plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of neutron flux. These represent
the theoretical ‘baseline’ tracer ages which result exclusively from
in situ production in the fluids as a function of the aqueous and
solid rock geochemistry and are independent of the recharge com-
ponent in the fluids.

3.2. Validation of modelling approach

Validation of the stepwise approach presented here can be eval-
uated both in terms of internal model robustness and through
comparison to existing data, where available. With respect to
robustness and reproducibility, this was confirmed using two
approaches. Firstly, the secular equilibrium values calculated here
were confirmed by doubling the timescales used to generate the
equilibrium values presented Tables 4 and S5. These longer resi-
dence times were applied to the seawater in granite geochemical
scenario and the resulting tracer ratios were compared to the orig-
inal ratios (Table S6). This comparison demonstrates that there is



Fig. 3. Apparent fluid residence times for 3H (A), 14C (B), 36Cl (C), 39Ar (D), and 81Kr (E) at secular equilibrium from three starting fluid compositions in eight different
lithologies. Plotted data is taken from Table 4 and is based on subsurface production and natural decay rates using a timestep model (see main text). Detection limits from the
literature are provided for reference with ’pMKr’ and ‘TU’ representing percentage modern Kr and tritium unit respectively. The relative magnitude of neutron flux as a
function of lithology is provided in the inset. This figure demonstrates how both lithology and fluid composition control tracer production in the fluid phase and the resultant
baseline apparent residence times.
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no change in the tracer ratios by increasing the timescales consid-
ered here (37–44 half-lives) by a factor of two. This therefore con-
firms these values represent secular equilibrium. Secondly,
robustness and reproducibility were also evaluated by evaluating
a smaller timestep for each tracer to evaluate whether this had
any bearing on the calculated values. Specifically, the model time-
steps of 10 days (3H), 20 years (14C), 10,000 years (36Cl), 2 years
229
(39Ar) and 500 years (81Kr) were each divided by a factor of 10 to
produce alternative timesteps for each tracer which were an order
of magnitude smaller than those used in the model. These smaller
timesteps were then applied to the seawater in granite geochemi-
cal scenario and the tracer ratios generated using these finer time-
steps at 44 (3H), 33 (36Cl), 44 (14C), 44 (81Kr), and 37 (39Ar) half-
lives were compared with the ratios produced via the original
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timesteps. These are provided in Table S7. The data reveals that
this order of magnitude increase to the timestep sensitivity results
in a negligible (�1%) change in the tracer ratios at secular equilib-
rium and highlights the robustness of the model parameters.

With respect to existing data, three lines of evidence support
the robustness of the data presented here. Firstly, with respect to
the neutron flux, the modelled fluxes are comparable to those pre-
viously calculated by Andrews et al. (1989), where that study did
so for the same lithologies (Table 1). Additionally, the neutron flux
calculated for the Stripa granite both here and by Andrews et al.
(1989) agree to within 15% of previous experimental determina-
tions for the Stripa granite (Andrews et al., 1986).

Secondly, in terms of the tracer production, determining the
36Cl/Cl secular equilibrium ratio in natural groundwaters has
received considerable interest with respect to groundwater dating
(e.g. Fontes et al., 1984; Andrews et al., 1986; Phillips et al., 1986;
Torgersen et al., 1991; Lippmann et al., 2003). With reference to
specific lithologies, the secular equilibrium ratios presented here
(Table S5) are comparable to previous estimates by Bentley et al.
(1986) for fluids in granites (3.01 � 1014), sandstones
(4.68 � 1015), shales (1.25 � 1014), and carbonates (1.09 � 1014)
as well as a ratio specifically calculated by Lehmann et al (1993)
for the Stripa granite (1.7 � 1013). Likewise, these estimates are
in good agreement with both ranges modelled for typical crustal
settings (5–30 � 1015 - Fontes et al., 1984; Purtschert et al.,
2021) and ranges observed in subsurface fluids with residence
times of over 1.5 Ma (5 half-lives) (4–37 � 1015 - Lippmann
et al., 2003). Consequently, the approach used here generates
36Cl and 36Cl/Cl production rates consistent with previous, inde-
pendent, calculations and empirical observations from natural sys-
tems but systematically examines the implications of that
knowledge for the first time.

Lastly, the production of 14C modelled here yields 14C/12C ratios
of 0.4% modern for the Stripa fluids in the Stripa Granite (Table S5).
This is consistent with the estimates of Andrews et al. (1989) who
indicated that with sufficiently high residence times in situ produc-
tion of 14C could result in a fracture-hosted groundwater with a
14C/12C approximately 0.5% of modern ratios. Consequently, the
modelled 14C data also is in line with previous modelled results
for this specific locality. Once again, examination of the broader
implications of this approach for hydrogeochronology has not been
carried out until the current study.

Taken together, these three lines of reasoning all highlight how
this model is consistent with previous modelling to the extent it
has been undertaken, and can generate secular equilibrium ratios
comparable to those observed in crustal settings. This, along with
the robustness and reproducibility evaluation presented here
serves as crucial validation of the model and confirms its ability
to generate reasonable estimates of in situ production of tracers
in the host fluids. This model is applied here to document the
effects and impacts for tracer production specifically in the aque-
ous phase and the corresponding in situ baselines for a wide range
of geologic and geochemical settings for the first time.

3.3. Subsurface production

As expected, a clear relationship is seen between radioelement
concentrations and production for all tracers, with the greatest
production associated with lithologies with higher radioelements
(Equations (1)–(3)). As a result, the highest secular equilibrium iso-
tope ratios (Table S5) and youngest apparent residence times
(Table 4) correspond with radioelement-rich lithologies such as
shales and granites. However, the production rates and apparent
residence times are not identical between different fluid types
and so this approach allows detailed exploration of the controlling
role of fluid geochemistry on subsurface tracer production for the
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first time. This is illustrated here in Fig. 3 and is now evaluated
for each tracer.

3.3.1. The production of 14C
Although radioelement content of the host lithology serves as a

primary control on production, the geochemistry of the fluids also
has an observable effect on subsurface 14C production and 14C/12C
ratios at secular equilibrium as highlighted in Fig. 3B. The greatest
relative in situ 14C/12C baselines occur where carbon concentrations
in the fluids are lowest compared to oxygen and nitrogen, as this
combination of parameters results in elevated 14C production in
contrast with a lower 12C background. This can be observed in
the Stripa fluids where 14N is three orders of magnitude more
abundant than 13C and the corresponding baseline residence times
for the lithologies investigated range between 83 and 46 ka. Con-
versely, where carbon concentrations are highest relative to nitro-
gen and oxygen, the resultant 14C/12C at secular equilibrium are
lowest and yield the oldest baseline residence times (110 to 82
Ka for Kidd Creek). This is due to the combined effect of a higher
12C baseline which is not offset by the relatively minor 14C produc-
tion via 13C (n,c) related to the low reaction cross section. This pro-
vides direct quantification of Zito et al. (1980), Andrews and Fontes
(1992), and Lehmann et al. (1993) who previously suggested ele-
vated 14C production might occur in instances where C/N ratios
are low. These results therefore demonstrate that although baseli-
nes are typically low (Table 4) and below detection limits
(>55,000 years 14C yr BP - Murseli et al., 2019) the combined role
of fluid and rock geochemistry may ultimately still result in appre-
ciable 14C production in fluids where the C/N ratio is low coupled
with elevated neutron fluxes. As a consequence, although typically
assumed negligible (e.g. Zito et al., 1980; Andrews et al., 1991;
Lehmann et al., 1993; Lehmann and Purtschert, 1997; Bethke and
Johnson, 2008), the results here demonstrate subsurface produc-
tion may be significant in some settings and are sensitive to fluid
and rock geochemistry. In such cases, 14C-derived fluid residence
times younger than 55,000 years (i.e. current detection limits)
might erroneously be interpreted as indicative of surface recharge
in the absence of other contextual evidence and a critical evalua-
tion of the in situ baseline that demonstrate the levels are due to
in situ production independent of recharge.

3.3.2. The production of 36Cl
In line with previous studies, 36Cl production from 35Cl is

demonstrated to be by far the dominant production route (by �6
orders of magnitude – Table 3). Consequently, the total 36Cl pro-
duction rate scales proportionally as a function of Cl concentration
in the fluids and the 36Cl/Cl ratios at secular equilibrium are the
same for a given neutron flux as shown in Fig. 3C. Accordingly,
although absolute 36Cl production is dependent on the total chlo-
rine content of the fluids, lithology serves as the primary control
on the 36Cl/Cl and corresponding baseline residence time. In all
geochemical scenarios considered here, the modelled 36Cl/Cl ratios
(Table S5) are substantially above the assumed initial ratio for
modern seawater of 5.0 � 10�16, reported by Argento et al.
(2010), resulting in negative apparent residence times. Although
the specific apparent residence times are determined by the initial
ratio (which is known to vary considerably as a function of geo-
graphical location and time e.g. Andrews et al., 1986; Bentley
et al., 1986; Lippmann et al., 2003), this study supports the finding
that subsurface production of 36Cl can be significant and interfere
with models that only consider simple decay over time in line with
previous observations as discussed in Section 3.2. Specifically, this
considerable in situ production has been noted in some locations
which have yielded similar 36Cl/Cl ratios (Fontes et al., 1984;
Andrews et al., 1986; Bentley et al., 1986; Lippmann et al., 2003;
Purtschert et al., 2021). This study additionally confirms that these
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ratios are principally a function of the host lithology (specifically
neutron flux), with fluid composition having a negligible effect,
in line with Andrews and Fontes (1992), Lehmann and
Purtschert, (1997), Clark (2015) and others.

3.3.3. The production of 39Ar
In all three fluids considered here, 39Ar production is principally

via the 39K (n,p) and/or the 42Ca (n,a) production routes, with 38Ar
(n,c) only providing minor contributions (Table 3). Given that 42Ca
and 39K use the modelled reaction cross section (Table 2), relative
and total production are directly proportional to the abundance of
each element (Andrews et al., 1989). With respect to total produc-
tion, 39Ar production is highest in fluids where the sum total of
these aqueous species (39K and 42Ca) is greatest, which in this case
is Kidd Creek. In fluids where potassium dominates, such as in sea-
water and in the Stripa fluid, this serves as the primary production
route. However, in deep subsurface fluids (e.g. Kidd Creek) where
calcium is more abundant (Frape et al., 2003), 39Ar production
should occur principally via this element. The total production of
this tracer within the fluid phase alone is shown here to be non-
negligible, with baseline or apparent residence times in the fluid
phase alone reaching up to 950–2000 years for the more
radioelement-rich lithologies (e.g. Stripa) (Fig. 3D). This range
overlaps with existing and proposed upper limits of residence
times of �1000–1800 years based on current detection limits
(Yokochi et al., 2012; Mace et al., 2017). These results therefore
confirm that the baseline subsurface production of 39Ar in the fluid
phase may potentially affect residence times for certain geochem-
ical settings. This substantiates the recent hypothesis of Purtschert
et al. (2021), who suggested that the 39K (n,p) production route in
the fluids may be comparable to production and release from a
host lithology.

3.3.4. The production of 81Kr
From Table 2, only 80Kr-based neutron-capture provides a

means of producing 81Kr in the host fluids. In this study, seawater,
Kidd Creek, and Stripa fluids were all considered to have an initial
80Kr value of seawater at 10 �C (Table 2), consequently all in situ
production is identical in each fluid and scales purely as a function
of neutron flux (Table 3, Fig. 3E). To evaluate alternative starting
concentrations, both seawater at 20 �C and freshwater at 4 �C were
also modelled and provided in Table S8. As with the case of 36Cl,
which also had a single dominant production route, the annual
production of 81Kr is greatest in settings where the highest 80Kr
and neutron fluxes are observed. This scaling is likewise directly
proportional to the total 80Kr concentration and so results in an
81Kr/Kr at secular equilibrium which remains exclusively depen-
dent on neutron flux, independent of initial 80Kr concentration.
Consequently, the baseline residence times are identical for each
fluid in a given rock type and total neutron flux serves as the pri-
mary control on the secular equilibrium 81Kr/Kr ratio and corre-
sponding baseline residence time.

For the geologic settings modelled here this baseline production
gives apparent ages which are 12–16 half-lives and correspond to
0.002 to 0.026% modern, well below the current detection limits
(Fig. 3E, Purtschert et al., 2021). Where neutron flux is particularly
high, in a radioelement rich environment, as is the case in the
Stripa granite, the 80Kr (n,c) reaction may result in 81Kr/Kr ratios
as high as 0.165% modern (2.1 Ma residence times) which still does
not exceed current detection limits of �1.5 Ma (1% modern -
Purtschert et al., 2021). As a consequence, the results from this
model suggest subsurface production through the 80Kr(n,c) reac-
tion is not liable to meaningfully affect any associated residence
time calculations. This is consistent with the study by Purtschert
et al. (2021) which similarly concluded 81Kr production via this
production route would be negligible in crustal settings. The data
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in Table 4 therefore continues to support models where a detect-
able 81Kr concentrations in subsurface fluids are principally associ-
ated with atmospheric recharge in most conventional geologic
settings with relatively low associated radioelement concentra-
tions (e.g. Sturchio et al., 2004; Yokochi et al., 2019; Purtschert
et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2022).
3.3.5. The production of 3H
This model demonstrates production of 3H in the subsurface is

relatively insensitive to the geochemical composition of the host
fluids. In all fluids the principal production route occurs via the
6Li (n,a) reaction due to the relative abundance of Li and the large
cross-sectional area of 6Li for neutron capture (Table 2). Trace pro-
duction via 10B(n,2a) provides a minor secondary production route
of up to 5.6% where the B concentrations are higher in comparison
to Li as is the case in seawater. In all cases, despite hydrogen being
a major constituent of water, production via 2H(n,c) is minor (<1%)
due to the very low cross-sectional area (Table 2). Although the 3He
(n,p) production route is trivial in all cases, for the Kidd Creek flu-
ids, where 3He has accumulated over Ga timescales (Holland et al.,
2013; Warr et al., 2018), the increased concentration coupled with
the extremely high relative cross-sectional area is capable of pro-
ducing 4–5 orders of magnitude more 3H than in modern fluids,
though still considerably lower than the 6Li (n,a) production route.

In all modelled scenarios, 3H production is very low compared
to initial values and, at secular equilibrium, the 3H/1H ratio is at
least 5 orders of magnitude lower than any starting concentrations,
resulting in apparent ages which correspond to 19–28 half lives.
This is principally due to a combination of 1H being a major com-
ponent of the fluids, coupled with the very low production of 3H via
2H(n,c) (Table 3). These extremely low baseline 3H/1H ratios are
well below typical detection limits (6 � 10�19 - Eastoe et al.,
2012) as shown in Fig. 3A and therefore are not considered to have
anymeaningful effect on 3H-derived residence times. This serves to
highlight and reinforce that any measurable 3H in subsurface fluid
samples is highly unlikely to have been produced in the subsurface
and instead should have a recent atmospheric source due to
recharge (similar to 81Kr). Of all the tracers considered in this paper
then, 3H is the least impacted by subsurface production and any
associated baseline effects but is included here for completeness.
4. Discussion

4.1. The role of rock and fluid geochemistry in subsurface production

From the results presented here it is clear that variations in both
rock type and fluid geochemistry can result in significant changes
both in total production and relative production of each tracer
within the host fluids via the specified neutron capture production
routes. This highlights the key role geochemistry has in tracer pro-
duction and how it may impact hydrogeochemical models of fluid
migration, mixing, and residence times which are used in a wide
range of academic and industrial fields.

For the fluid phase geochemistry, this study demonstrates tra-
cer production is highly dependent on parent element concentra-
tion. In all cases, absolute production rates for each tracer scale
proportionally as a function of parent element concentration in
the fluid phase (and neutron flux) as specified in Section 3.3. Of
greatest utility is evaluating how relative and net production
may affect tracer/stable isotope ratios (e.g. 14C/12C, 36Cl/Cl etc), as
this forms the basis of the apparent residence time calculation
for the fluids. Where production of a tracer is typically dominated
by a single production route involving the element in question (e.g.
35Cl (n,c) ? 36Cl, 80Kr (n,c) ? 81Kr), the fluid geochemistry directly
affects the tracer production rate, yet has only minor effect on the
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resultant tracer/stable isotope ratio. Consequently, the baseline
ratios and corresponding ‘residence times’ for these tracers are rel-
atively insensitive to fluid geochemistry as demonstrated in Tables
S5 and Table 4. For these tracers, the neutron flux coupled with the
reaction cross section serves as the principal controls for the secu-
lar equilibrium ratios. Conversely, where tracer production occurs
through multiple routes, relationships become more complex and
fluid chemistry dependent. In instances where tracer production
routes are typically dominated by elements unrelated to the tra-
cer/element secular equilibrium ratio, such as is the case for 3H,
14C, and 39Ar, the production rates depend on the concentration
of these elements driving production. However, the corresponding
secular equilibrium ratios additionally incorporate the abundance
of the stable isotope/element the tracer is tied to. Where concen-
trations of the latter are relatively low, such as is the case of carbon
in the Stripa fluids, the corresponding 14C/12C secular ratios are
amplified compared to fluids where carbon is more abundant
(e.g. Kidd Creek fluids). Similarly, for 39Ar, the 39Ar/38Ar ratios are
highest where the total 39K and 42Ca concentrations are highest
in relation to the 38Ar. Such a scenario may naturally occur in situ-
ations involving production of 39Ar or 81Kr in a degassed fluid,
which can lead to significantly enhanced 39Ar/38Ar and 81Kr/Kr
ratios, as has recently been observed Beatrix Mine (Purtschert
et al., 2021). Alternatively, in settings, where the stable element
tied to the tracer is considerably more abundant, such as hydrogen
where 3H production is concerned, the corresponding (3H/H) is
proportionally reduced in all cases.

Lithology acts as primary control on associated neutron flux.
This itself has two components associated with it; first and fore-
most, the radioelement concentration. As Table 1 demonstrates,
in lithologies with a higher U, Th concentration (e.g. shales and
granites) the associated neutron flux is greater in comparison to
low U, Th counterparts (sandstones and mafic–ultramafic rocks).
Furthermore, neutron flux is most sensitive to U content. By dou-
bling the U concentration in the models shown here, the neutron
flux increases by �80% in comparison to �20% when the same is
applied to Th. This is due to the net neutron yields being demon-
strably higher for the former (Table 5, this work, Table 2 -
Andrews et al., 1989) which is a function of the lower production
of a particles due to both the longer half-life of 232Th and the lower
total production compared to 238U decay. Less frequently consid-
ered however, is how the host matrix itself may also act as a sec-
ondary control on neutron production and flux. From the data
compiled by Andrews et al. (1989), Ballentine and Burnard
(2002), and, more recently, Šrámek et al., (2017), there is a consid-
erable difference in neutron yield depending on the target element
interacting with the a particles. For example, the reported neutron
yield for Na per lg of U is greater compared to that for O by
approximately a factor of 50 (Andrews et al., 1989). Consequently,
Table 5
Coefficients for each lithology to use with Equation (12). Coefficients A and B
represent the associated neutron flux per ppm of uranium and thorium respectively
for each lithology which scales proportionally as a function of radioelement
concentration for a given geochemical composition of the host lithology after
Andrews et al (1989).

Geologic setting A B

Kidd Creek 7.997 � 10�6 2.489 � 10�6

Basalt 7.788 � 10�6 2.586 � 10�6

Sandstone 5.545 � 10�6 1.350 � 10�6

Clay and shale 4.684 � 10�6 1.429 � 10�6

Carbonates 9.885 � 10�6 2.436 � 10�6

Shale 6.565 � 10�6 2.300 � 10�6

Granite 7.047 � 10�6 2.206 � 10�6

Stripa 7.498 � 10�6 2.356 � 10�6
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where lithologies have comparable U, Th concentrations but nota-
bly different light element concentrations, variations in the overall
neutron fluxes may be observable. In the modelling approach out-
lined here, this geochemical dependence is taken into account with
respect to bulk elemental concentrations, although it is noted that
mineralogy may result in additional neutron production variability
due to crystallographic and grain size considerations (Martel et al.,
1990; Ballentine and Burnard, 2002). This additional level of com-
plexity cannot readily be incorporated into this type of modelling
and therefore remains an area for future investigation, as similarly
highlighted by Šrámek et al. (2017).

4.2. A simplified approach to estimate tracer production

The methodology in this study provides a quantitative assess-
ment of how specific host rock and fluid geochemistry control tra-
cer production. However, this can be considerably simplified to
generate a useful, first-order, approximation for each lithology
type. To estimate the neutron flux for a given lithology Equation
(12) can be applied:

nf : ¼ U½ �Aþ Th½ �B ð12Þ
where nf. is the neutron flux (cm�2 s�1), [U], [Th] are the concentra-
tions of uranium and thorium in the host rock (ppm), and A and B
are the neutron yields per ppm of uranium and thorium respec-
tively for each lithology (Table 5).

The resultant neutron fluxes can then be multiplied by the con-
centration of parent elements (atoms/cm3) and the corresponding
reaction cross sections (Table 2) as outlined in Equation (6) to cal-
culate tracer production for each production pathway. These can
then be summed to provide a straightforward first order estimate
of total production for each tracer for a given geochemical setting.
It should be noted though that these production ratios are princi-
pally based on the ‘average’ geochemical compositions of host
rocks (Parker, 1967). Differences in the light element content of
the specific host rock being modelled and these ‘lithology repre-
sentative’ values modelled here will result in deviations from these
first order estimates, as discussed in detail in Section 4.1.

4.3. The significance of tracer production and in situ baseline
considerations

All tracers are produced in situ in the subsurface at some level
which ultimately results in an in situ baseline level once secular
equilibrium is reached. Nonetheless, the significance of these sub-
surface baseline effects, particularly those focussing on production
within the fluid phase, have rarely been addressed for the tracers
considered here, in either theory, model or field studies with
respect to calculated groundwater residence times. Using the mod-
elling approach outlined here these baseline effects have been
evaluated for a combination of lithologies and fluids in subsurface
settings. It is clear that geochemistry plays a primary role both in
terms of total production and the specific production routes. The
significance of these effects however are a function of lithology,
fluid geochemistry, and the analytical sensitivity (especially detec-
tion limit) for each tracer. Both 3H and 81Kr production are likely
produced at relatively low rates with respect to their stable coun-
terpart 1H and 80Kr concentrations, and, as shown here, the corre-
sponding ratios at secular equilibrium and resulting apparent
residence times are lower than current detection limits. This study
therefore serves to highlight how, under typical crustal conditions.
these tracers remain principally tied to baselines set by surficial
recharge and conventional assumptions regarding these tech-
niques are largely valid. This is in line with previous studies (e.g.
Sturchio et al., 2014; Visser et al., 2014; Lindsey et al., 2019;
Yokochi et al., 2019; Purtschert et al., 2021). Conversely, in the case



Fig. 5. Evolution of 14C concentrations for A) Stripa fluids in Stripa Granite and B) Kidd Creek fluids in a sandstone. As with 39Ar (Fig. 4) these two configurations represent the
maximum and minimummodelled baselines in this study with the total 14C, the subsurface 14C produced, and the initial, atmospheric 14C, plotted in blue, red and black lines
respectively. The 14C/12C initial ratios are the same (1.176 � 10�12) but the 14C content of Kidd Creek fluids is higher due to the higher carbon content (Table 2). For this tracer
the baseline after 10 half-lives (57,300 years), shown here by a hatched line, can correspond to between 44,079 and 57,295 years depending on the rock and fluid
geochemistries being modelled. After 250,000 years (44 half-lives) apparent residence times increase to 45,936 (+4.2%) and 118,479 (+106.8%) years respectively as a function
of production and decay in based on the modelled geochemistry and the initial 14C content. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Temporal evolution of 39Ar concentrations for A) Kidd Creek fluids in Stripa Granite and B) Stripa Fluids in a sandstone. These two configurations represent the
maximum and minimum modelled baselines in this study (Table 4). Here the cumulative evolution of the total 39Ar in the system, the 39Ar produced due to subsurface
production, and the initial, atmospheric 39Ar, are plotted in blue, red and black lines respectively. Over time the original 39Ar content decreases while the 39Ar produced in situ
increases until production and decay are balanced and secular equilibrium is reached. At this point the concentration of 39Ar is insensitive to further decay and measured 39Ar
no longer reflects residence times but instead represents in situ production. In the two examples plotted here this baseline after 10 half-lives (2690 years), shown here by a
hatched line, can correspond to between 948 and 2687 years depending on the rock and fluid geochemistries. After 10,000 years (37 half-lives) where subsurface production
is the greatest, this apparent residence time slightly increases by 0.4% to 952 years. Where production is the least the apparent residence time increases by 72.9% to
4646 years. The significant difference between the two is due to the rate of production relative to continued decay of the initial atmospheric concentrations. In both cases
these ‘‘apparent” ages reflect the in situ production baseline and would not be representative of groundwater residence times. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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of 36Cl, subsurface production via neutron capture has a significant
and documented effect on secular production rates in all the mod-
elled geochemical environments. This typically results in equilib-
rium ratios and apparent residence times comparable or even
above initial values. This is a finding which is consistent with pre-
vious 36Cl-based studies (e.g. Fontes et al., 1984; Andrews et al.,
1986; Bentley et al., 1986; Lippmann et al., 2003; Purtschert
et al., 2021). In contrast, as demonstrated here, the implications
of fluid-based production for the remaining two tracers (39Ar,
14C) are potentially both significant and yet frequently overlooked.
The intersection between geochemistry in situ production and cru-
cially, the relative importance of these two tracers with respect to
their role as dating tools, is addressed further here.
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4.4. Challenges for 14C and 39Ar dating of groundwaters

In the case of 39Ar, the stepwise model presented in this study
can be further interrogated to evaluate how initial concentrations
of 39Ar coupled with the effect of in situ production can affect the
total 39Ar within a fluid over time. This is given in Fig. 4.

The same can also be applied to 14C as shown in Fig. 5 which
shows how 14C production and apparent baselines may evolve over
time for A. Stripa type fluids in a Stripa granite setting and B. ‘‘Kidd
Creek” type saline fluids in a hypothetical sandstone lithology.

From Figs. 4 and 5, the geochemical variations clearly affect
whether the secular equilibrium concentrations are significant
(e.g. Figs. 4A, 5A), or fall well below standard detection limits
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(e.g. Figs. 4B, 5B). Likewise, they both show how the relative base-
line production and initial tracer concentrations control the time it
takes to reach secular equilibrium. Where initial tracer concentra-
tions are high compared to baseline production, it takes longer for
subsurface production to represent the dominant source for each
tracer (Figs. 4B, 5B). In real terms, this confirms that, as expected,
environments with lower associated 14C and 39Ar production rates
will preserve relatively accurate ‘apparent’ residence times over
longer timescales compared to systems where these tracers have
enhanced production. The important corollary is that this approach
can identify the point beyond which 39Ar or 14C no longer produce
data relevant to residence times, but instead reflect the dominance
of in situ production. Overall, these observations demonstrate how
the significance of subsurface production is more complex for
these two tracers, in comparison to their 36Cl, 3H, and 81Kr counter-
parts. Crucially though, it reveals the importance of accurately con-
straining subsurface geochemistry and the resultant subsurface
production when interpreting these tracers. In particular, this
study demonstrates how settings with elevated U and Th concen-
trations (e.g. granites) and/or high 14N/12C, (42Ca+39K)/38Ar ratios
may in particular yield erroneously low (young) 14C and 39Ar fluid
residence times. Where U and Th concentrations are particularly
high, other tracers such as 81Kr can also be affected. This includes
both natural radio-element rich locations (e.g. Oklo, Gabon, and
parts of the Witwatersrand Basin - Gauthier-Lafaye et al., 1996;
Lippmann et al., 2003; Purtschert et al., 2021) and potentially sites
associated with nuclear waste storage, hydrogen storage, or carbon
capture. For such geologic storage strategies an inaccurate inter-
pretation of ‘‘surface water input” and associated groundwater
flow based on what are actually in situ elevated baselines can have
major implications when evaluating the long-term geologic stor-
age and security (Brydie et al., 2014; Tsang et al., 2015; Zivar
et al., 2021).

In addition to careful evaluation of baseline assumptions and
models, the findings of this study underscore the importance of
understanding tracer production in the fluid phase, especially at
sites where a variety of lithologies and mixing of further fluids
and/or production and release from the host rock may increase
complexity. For example, the application of these tracers can reveal
(and potentially quantify) late-stage addition of meteoric water to
deeper fluid systems where baselines may have been established
for one or more of these tracers. Similarly, they may allow evalua-
tion of potential mixing of subsurface fluids of different prove-
nance (and different tracer content). Alternatively, they can
confirm a lack of recent meteoric input and/or mixing and instead
confirm residence times sufficiently high enough (�1.5 Ma) for
short lived tracers within the fluid-rock system to attain secular
equilibrium, as has already been indicated for 36Cl and, more
recently, 39Ar, and 81Kr (e.g. Andrews et al., 1986; Bentley et al.,
1986; Lippmann et al., 2003; Clark, 2015; Purtschert et al., 2021).
In all cases, integrating geochemical-dependant tracer production
adds key constraints to interpreting fluid provenance and resi-
dence times, specifically where complexities arise. As a result,
additional constraints and more robust estimates can now be
placed on fluid volumes, extent and timing of mixing as well as
subsurface residence times, by incorporating this aspect into future
studies. This aspect will allow detailed evaluation and interroga-
tion of multi-tracer-based approaches, and may provide additional
insight into situations where different tracers reveal seemingly
conflicting groundwater residence times.

A notable example where tracers showed apparent discordant
fluid residence times was highlighted in Heard et al. (2018) where
14C model ages suggested fluids from one sampling location at
Masimong Mine, South Africa (MM51940) had residence times of
32 Ka while noble gases indicated much longer residence times
of 3.4–10.8 Ma (open system), or 40–97 Ma (closed system). At
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the time, various mixing and increased noble gas in-growth sce-
narios were explored and ultimately this �2 orders of magnitude
discrepancy was attributed to contamination due to a modest addi-
tion of active 14C through mixing with young waters or air contam-
ination while sampling older groundwaters. However, also
mentioned, yet not modelled, was the potential for in situ 14C pro-
duction which may have a higher baseline here given the enhanced
U, Th in the region (Lippmann et al., 2003; Silver et al., 2012;
Purtschert et al., 2021; Warr et al., 2022). Taking a Stripa fluid com-
position as a first order estimate for Masimong based on the salin-
ity (2.67 g/L - Onstott et al., 2006a) and the proximity of the
measured d18O and d2H in the fracture fluids to the local meteoric
water line (Heard et al., 2018), and considering a sandstone lithol-
ogy for the Witwatersrand Basin (Nwaila et al., 2017), and using a
relevant uranium concentration of up to 100 ppm and a thorium
concentration of 5 ppm (Purtschert et al., 2021), the resulting
in situ production in the fluids could feasibly produce a 14C baseline
age of 43,308 years, very close to the value of 32Ka previously pub-
lished. This analysis resolves the apparent inconsistency noted in
the Heard et al. (2018) study. While this straightforward example
does not consider additional subsurface processes that may have
affected the 14C further (e.g. sulfate reduction, carbonate dissolu-
tion) it serves to demonstrate how, although originally discounted,
the site-specific geochemistry may control production of a signifi-
cant proportion of the measured 14C in the fluids. Clearly, in any
geologic setting where quantification of the amount and timing
of recent surface water recharge are important – from deep geo-
logic waste repositories, to understanding the deep biosphere,
the results of this study must be carefully integrated into radiocar-
bon approaches.

Critically, this study emphasises that although 14C and 39Ar (and
36Cl) remain viable and valuable tracers for groundwater dating
(alongside 3H and 81Kr), the in situ production of these two tracers
in specific geochemical settings may generate appreciable base-
lines. The findings of this study therefore underscore the need for
hydrogeologic models based on these tracers to assess the poten-
tial magnitude and impact of such production. Specific applications
where this is directly relevant include groundwater resource man-
agement where accurately quantifying recharge rates, fluid migra-
tion, and residence time is important, especially where subsurface
water represents the dominant water supply (Rueedi et al., 2005;
Lapworth et al., 2013; Bretzler et al., 2019). Likewise, precise
local–regional scale fluid models incorporating fluid residence
times, migration and flow are essential for evaluating long-term
nuclear waste, carbon capture, or hydrogen storage repositories
(Yang et al., 1996; Neretnieks, 2013; Tsang et al., 2015). These rep-
resent prime examples where this research may be applied to
enhance existing hydrogeologic models.

4.5. Quantifying tracer production and release from host lithology

This study demonstrates how degradative tracer production in
the subsurface and variations in both the lithology and host fluids
control the absolute and relative production of 3H, 14C, 36Cl, 39Ar,
81Kr in these host fluids, and the corresponding apparent residence
times at secular equilibrium. This focus on production in the fluid
phase should be incorporated into future studies which otherwise
may typically consider tracer production within host lithology fol-
lowed by migration/release to any associated fluids. To addition-
ally consider production in the host rock follows the same
methods as outlined here (with additional incorporation of
fission-derived 81Kr), but also requires determining the interaction
and release of these tracers into an associated fluid phase, which is
significantly more involved (Andrews et al., 1989; Loosli et al 1989;
Andrews et al., 1991; Lehmann and Purtschert, 1997; Yokochi
et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2021; Purtschert et al., 2021; Musy
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et al., 2022). Specifically, it requires careful consideration of rock-
to-water ratios and surface areas, diffusion coefficients within a)
crystal lattices, b) grain boundaries and c) microfractures, and loca-
lised variability in mineralogy (Lehmann and Purtschert, 1997).
Each of these (and the corresponding release factor) are both site
and tracer-specific and have previously been identified as the least
constrained parameter in these types of study (e.g. Purtschert et al.,
2021). One way to evaluate estimates of release has previously
been to relate release to groundwater measurements of other trac-
ers, such as 222Rn, which are principally produced in the rock
matrix (Andrews et al., 1991; Lehmann and Purtschert, 1997).
Although this can provide estimates of surface area, this relation-
ship is also not well constrained and is demonstrably affected by
factors such as thermal neutron energy, which controls tracer
recoil ranges, and porosity (Andrews et al., 1991). The fluid produc-
tion approach demonstrated here is a critical first step as it pro-
vides a minimum (conservative) concentration of tracers in the
fluid phase. As a consequence, this study provides an alternative
viable approach to quantitatively determine release coefficients
by modelling site-specific tracer baselines for the fluids alone. This
can be subtracted from a measured value within the fluids to quan-
tify the tracer component in the fluids derived from the rock itself.
The release coefficients as a percentage of the total in situ produc-
tion at secular equilibrium can then be calculated for each tracer
corresponding to this additional tracer component. Through this
approach the relative inputs from the two in situ production
sources can be quantified and evaluated, and the combined litho-
logical, mineralogical, and microstructural effects on tracer-
derived residence times can be evaluated for a given locality.

This ability to deconvolve the two contributing sources of in situ
production allows a site-specific assessment of the relative impor-
tance of these production routes. This can be demonstrated here
using 39Ar production. As shown in this study, production via the
39K (n,p) and/or the 42Ca (n,a) production routes dominate 39Ar
production (Table 3). Concentrations of these parent elements in
host lithologies are typically in the percent range (Parker, 1967),
whereas in modern waters (e.g. seawater) they are both the ppm
range (K and Ca �400 ppm – Wang et al., 2020; He et al., 2020).
These elements therefore are approximately two orders of magni-
tude less than in the rock phase. Considering a porosity of the host
rock of <10% adds an additional order of magnitude decrease in the
ratios of these elements in the fluid phase relative to the rock
phase within a given volume. In this hypothetical scenario then,
the contribution from rock phase becomes comparable (or domi-
nates over) in situ production directly in the fluid phase when
the release coefficient is 0.1% or more of the total production
occurring within the rock phase. Critically though, release coeffi-
cients are typically poorly constrained and can be highly variable
depending on the site-specific settings (e.g. Andrews et al., 1989;
Loosli et al 1989; Andrews et al., 1991; Lehmann and Purtschert,
1997; Yokochi et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2021; Purtschert et al.,
2021; Musy et al., 2022). However, as this simplified worked exam-
ple demonstrates, considering production in the fluid phase as well
as in the host lithology provides a means to resolve this uncer-
tainty and accurately evaluate the absolute and relative contribu-
tions from both phases simultaneously which is essential for
improving existing models of these tracers in the subsurface.

4.6. The effects of tracer partitioning and speciation

The first-order model presented here considers production and
accumulation concentration of each tracer in the fluid phase occurs
within a single, homogenous geochemical reservoir. While this is
applicable to elements such as chlorine, argon, and krypton, which
typically exist as simple solutes in solution, this does not consider
partitioning of (bio)geochemically more active elements. As
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demonstrated by the approach needed to initially calculate the
net carbon and hydrogen in the case of Kidd Creek fracture fluids,
these elements can potentially be distributed between DIC, DOC,
hydrocarbons and water (see Appendix A. Supplementary
Material). Consequently, although the secular equilibrium ratios
of 3H/H and 14C/12C are presented here for the bulk fluids, there
may be considerable variation between the distinct molecular
reservoirs. These variations will depend on biogeochemical pro-
cesses which control production and consumption of these mole-
cules, their respective concentrations, and, where applicable,
rates of isotope exchange, as has already been demonstrated for
14C (Clark and Fritz, 1997; Slater et al., 2007; Clark, 2015; Simkus
et al., 2016). As a result, the bulk secular equilibrium ratios and
corresponding baseline residence times for 3H/H and 14C/12C
should be considered conservative estimates with the potential
for specific molecular reservoirs to concentrate tracers and
increase ratios significantly above this ‘average’ baseline which
will depend on both the mechanisms and the rates involved.
5. Conclusions

This study investigates the extent to which degradative tracers
(e.g. 3H, 14C, 39Ar, 36Cl, 81Kr) are produced directly in subsurface flu-
ids via neutron interaction for a variety of subsurface settings and
emphasises, for the first time, how total tracer production in the
fluids, and the corresponding secular equilibrium ratios are both
dependent on both rock geochemistry (neutron flux), and fluid
geochemistry (parent elements of tracers). While applications of
3H and 81Kr which incorporate conventional assumptions of atmo-
spheric origin and negligible baselines are largely robust, this study
highlights how failure to quantitatively evaluate the effects of
in situ production of 36Cl, 39Ar, 14C can lead to seemingly discordant
fluid ages, both between these degradative tracers and with alter-
native geochronologic approaches, particularly those operating
over Ma timescales (e.g. radiogenic noble gases). By incorporating
fluid and rock geochemistry, the effects of in situ fluid production
over time can now be readily factored in, providing higher degrees
of accuracy when evaluating fluid provenance, residence times,
production and release from the host lithology, and the origin
and timing of mixing of subsurface fluid components. This allows
a further layer of sophistication to existing models currently being
applied to the hydrocarbon and energy industry, Carbon Capture
and Storage, hydrogen storage, nuclear waste management, and
groundwater resource management, where accurate constraints
on hydrogeologic flow and hydrodynamic conditions are essential
for evaluating storage potential and security. Lastly, these findings
are also applicable to studies focussing on in the deep subsurface
where chemolithotrophic processes dominate and habitability is
considered to be driven by radiochemical and radiolytic reactions
coupled with subsurface hydrology (e.g. Lin et al., 2005; Onstott
et al., 2006b; Sherwood Lollar et al., 2014; Magnabosco et al.,
2018). In this regard both residence times and production rate cal-
culations of electron donors and acceptors are key components in
microbial metabolism driven habitability models and can provide
constraints on ‘subsurface colonisation’ and interpretation of the
evolution and sustainability of life in these settings over deep geo-
logic time (Chivian et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2006; Michalski et al.,
2018; Sherwood Lollar et al., 2014; Warr et al., 2023; Academies
and of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2019; Academies and
of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2022). The underpinning
nucleosynthetic reactions modelled here provide a means to
numerically relate the decay of radioelements in the host rock with
nucleosynthetic production of elements in the fluids. At the same
time, this work allows investigation and quantification of the role
aqueous and solid geochemistry can play in the transfer of subsur-
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face energy production into a fluid phase. Thus, developing and
incorporating the model as proposed here can serve as a basis to
provide key constraints on associated radiochemical processes
(e.g. radiolysis), such as hydrogen, carbon, sulfur, and nitrogen
cycling and their intersection with subsurface habitability models
with implications for Earth and beyond (Li et al., 2016, 2021;
Sauvage et al., 2021; Sherwood Lollar et al., 2014, 2021; Silver
et al., 2012; Tarnas et al., 2021; Warr et al., 2019, 2022, 2023;
Academies and of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2022).
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ing the initial ratios of tracers in the fluid and their ratios at secular
equilibrium. Lastly, this file also includes a sensitivity analysis and
an additional model for 81Kr production based on alternative start-
ing geochemical and physical conditions. All research data pre-
sented here are also available as a CSV file. Supplementary
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